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ABSTRACT

Background: Not all small tutorial discussion groups discuss national integrated antenatal care. Tutorial discussion in a large class provide discussion together among small discussion groups of the seventh jump.

Method: This study was an explanatory design, mixed-methods study. The research sample amounted to 60 students of 2.6 block in the Gadjah Mada University Bachelor Nursing Program and semi-structured interviews conducted on 10 respondents were included in the quantitative study. The data collection conducted on April 14 until June 16 2016. Antenatal knowledge instrument consists 35 multiple choice questions valid and reliable that created on antenatal module. The effect of tutorial measured after day 3 from the treatment time. Nine-eleven student in 3 small tutorial discussion groups in the different room and 30 students in a large tutorial discussion group divided into 3 small discussion groups in the same room got 4 times tutorial in 2 weeks. Materials provided include antenatal delivery.

Results: Based on paired sample t test in get difference the average value of knowledge before and after the tutorial discussion, average increase of knowledge in small tutorial discussion was 0.09 (p=0.93, p<0.05) and 3.62 (p=0.02, p<0.05) in a large tutorial discussion. The qualitative data analysis showed that discussion together among small discussion groups of the seventh jump can increase knowledge acquisition.

Conclusion: The results showed discussion tutorial in a large class more effective increase antenatal care knowledge acquisition than small class.
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ABSTRAK


Hasil: Berdasarkan uji t-test bertpasangan perbedaan peningkatan rata-rata pengetahuan sebelum dan sesudah diskusi tutorial di kelas kecil sebesar 0.09 (p=0.93, p<0.05) dan 3.62 (p=0.02, p<0.05) pada diskusi tutorial di kelas besar.

Data kualitatif menunjukkan bahwa pembahasan bersama hasil diskusi diantara beberapa kelompok diskusi tutorial di kelas kecil dalam satu ruangan pada step ke-7 meningkatkan akuisisi pengetahuan mahasiswa.

Contact: indahdewiridawati@gmail.com
**Kesimpulan:** Hasil menunjukkan diskusi tutorial di kelas besar lebih efektif meningkatkan akuisisi pengetahuan pelayanan antenatal daripada kelas kecil.

**Kata kunci:** diskusi tutorial, mahasiswa, kelas kecil, kelas besar

**INTRODUCTION**

Indonesia, as a developing country, has worse maternal mortality rate compared to the poorest countries in Asia, such as Bangladesh (170 per 100,000 live births) and Cambodia (170 per 100,000 live births). Maternal mortality may be prevented by giving antenatal care according to the standard. Antenatal care itself has not been given according to the standard. The standard of antenatal care in Indonesia is the integrated antenatal care.

One of the causes why antenatal care is not given according to the standard is due to healthcare providers’ lack of knowledge. Before stored by students, knowledge would have to go through an acquisition process, i.e. receiving or expanding intellectual capability. One of the factors affecting knowledge acquisition is the learning method.

Antenatal care learning in tutorial discussions in small classes in Nursing School, Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Gadjah Mada do not focus in giving antenatal care according the neither national nor international standards. The learning outcomes (LOs) and references of the integrated antenatal care are not written in the module of Sexuality and Reproduction. Several tutorial discussion groups in small classes discuss integrated antenatal care, but a few do not.

Pastritik suggested the use of tutorial discussions in large classes as an alternative method in learning nursing. Tutorial discussions in large classes is a tutorial discussion with three smaller classes or more with one or two tutors in a large room and use a scenario as the learning trigger as well as the 7 jumps in the discussion process. One of the application results of tutorial discussion in large classes is the greater number of references because several groups in a room present and discuss discussion results in the 7th step.
METHOD

This was a mix-method study with explanatory design.\textsuperscript{11}

This study was held in Ismangoen Building, the campus of Nursing School, Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Gadjah Mada, on April 14\textsuperscript{th}, 2016 to June 10\textsuperscript{th}, 2016.

Tutorial discussion in small classes was held twice a week for one scenario. Tutorial discussion participants in small cases were 9-11 students in each room. The activity in the tutorial discussion used seven jumps.

Tutorial discussion in large classes was held once a week for one scenario. Thirty students, after receiving an orientation, were divided into 3 smaller groups (10 students in each group). Learning process used seven jumps. At the end of the first steps session (1\textsuperscript{st}-5\textsuperscript{th} step of seven jumps), groups presented the case, learning objectives, and learning issues orally. At the end of the second session, students presented the learning results and answered other groups’ questions. The tutor drew conclusions and gave feedbacks in general.

Obtained data were analyzed using univariate analysis. Statistic test used in this study was paired t-tests.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Quantitative Results

Table 1. Pretest-Posttest Comparison in Control and Intervention Groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Pre-test Mean</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Post-test Mean</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>60,10</td>
<td>57,71</td>
<td>0,23</td>
<td>60,19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Pretest and Posttest about the Knowledge of Antenatal Care in Control and Intervention Groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Control Mean</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Treatment Mean</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>60,10</td>
<td>60,19</td>
<td>0,93</td>
<td>57,71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitative Results

In the intervention group which used tutorial discussion in a large class, there were 30 students with 1 tutor in 1 classroom. Those thirty students were divided into 3 groups with 10 students in each group. Each group were seated in circles with one whiteboard among the circles. The choosing of the leader, scribe, and co-scribe was done in the early step. The implementation of the 1st-7th steps of seven jumps was similar with the small classes. The difference was the additional description of learning objectives at the end of the 5th step as well as the presentation and discussion in the three groups altogether in the 7th step. This provided more knowledge sources for students.

“The advantage is that we, err, one group could ask for LOs from the other groups, then we could get more sources. Second, some other group discussed about integrated antenatal care, so we learned and like oh, turns out there’s something like that”. (R3, R7, R8, R9, R10)

Other result that was obtained from an interview with tutors and students in tutorial discussion in a large class to explore why knowledge in tutorial discussion in a large class increased significantly was because of higher social interaction in tutorial discussion in a large class.

“It’s probably like this, Sis, if it’s like that then there are 3 groups of us and usually we are separated, then for the same material usually A… group A, B, and C discussed rather different things. Sometimes, it’s like a motivation, well this group has finished, why this other one has not. It’s like that, Sis”. (R10)

“Large classes, they will express more, they see a group there, a group there, and so the motivation is seen. Ah, there’s a small group there, a small group there, so it’s like there, ah, whatever the results are”. (R3)

Knowledge is included in cognitive aspect. Tutorial discussion is a learning method to increase students’ cognitive aspect. In this study, it is concluded that there is a different knowledge acquisition between tutorial discussion in small classes and a large class. Tutorial discussion in a large class is more effective to increase knowledge acquisition and it is seen from the increased score from pretest to posttest. Increased knowledge in tutorial discussion in a large class is higher than increased knowledge in tutorial discussion in small classes. This contradicts with a result by Chris et al. who concluded that there was not a different knowledge between tutorial discussion in small classes and tutorial discussion in large classes using e-learning. In this study, LOs were not sent via emails to tutors like in a study. This study used a method by Ting and Danin, i.e. a representative of each group presented LOs in front of the class using a whiteboard media and was watched by all students and students from different groups might contribute to search for LOs from other groups.
According to Pembe et al., one of the factors affecting antenatal knowledge acquisition was the available medium of knowledge. In tutorial discussion in a large class, each group representative presented and discussed the discussion results together and was listened and watched by other groups in a classroom. This became the medium of knowledge about antenatal care for students in the classroom. The implementation of tutorial discussion altogether in the same classroom in which every discussion process can be seen by other groups might be the medium of knowledge for students in tutorial discussion in a large class. This is in accordance with several studies that one of the results of tutorial discussion learning in a large class was that students had multiple knowledge sources because several groups of students share the knowledge of discussion results in the 7th step in a classroom.

Qualitative Results

In the intervention group which used tutorial discussion in a large class, there were 30 students with 1 tutor in 1 classroom. Those thirty students were divided into 3 groups with 10 students in each group. Each group were seated in circles with one whiteboard among the circles. The choosing of the leader, scribe, and co-scribe was done in the early step. The implementation of the 1st-7th steps of seven jumps was similar with the small classes. The difference was the additional description of learning objectives at the end of the 5th step as well as the presentation and discussion in the three groups altogether in the 7th step. This provided more knowledge sources for students.

“The advantage is that we, err, one group could ask for LOs from the other groups, then we could get more sources. Second, some other group discussed about integrated antenatal care, so we learned and like oh, turns out there’s something like that”. (R3, R7, R8, R9, R10)

Other result that was obtained from an interview with tutors and students in tutorial discussion in a large class to explore why knowledge in tutorial discussion in a large class increased significantly was because of higher social interaction in tutorial discussion in a large class.

“Large classes, they will express more, they see a group there, a group there, and so the motivation is seen. Ah, there’s a small group there, a small group there, so it’s like there, ah, whatever the results are”. (R3)

Knowledge is included in cognitive aspect. Tutorial discussion is a learning method to increase students’ cognitive aspect. In this study, it is concluded that there is a different knowledge acquisition between tutorial discussion in small classes and a large class. Tutorial discussion in a large class is more effective to increase knowledge acquisition and it is seen from the increased score from pretest to posttest. Increased knowledge in tutorial discussion in a large class is higher than increased knowledge in tutorial discussion in small classes. This contradicts with a result by Chris et al. who concluded that there was not a different knowledge between tutorial discussion in small classes and tutorial discussion in large classes using e-learning. In this study, LOs were not sent via emails to tutors like in a study. This study used a method by Ting and Danin, i.e. a representative of each group presented LOs in front of the class using a whiteboard media and was watched by all students and students from different groups might contribute to search for LOs from other groups.

According to Pembe et al., one of the factors affecting antenatal knowledge acquisition was the available medium of knowledge. In tutorial discussion in a large class, each group representative presented and discussed the discussion results together and was listened and watched by other groups in a classroom. This became the medium of knowledge about antenatal care for students in the classroom. The implementation of tutorial discussion altogether in the same classroom in which every discussion process can be seen by other groups might be the medium of knowledge for students in tutorial discussion in a large class. This is in accordance with several studies that one of the results of tutorial discussion learning in a
large class was that students had multiple knowledge sources because several groups of students share the knowledge of discussion results in the 7th step in a classroom.

During a tutorial discussion in a large class, noises were heard during the discussion because groups were discussing simultaneously and it was felt disrupting, but, in fact, those noises were the sources of information which then affected students’ knowledge. One of the factors affecting knowledge to acquire antenatal care was the available medium of information. The more sources of knowledge students have, the higher the knowledge about antenatal care.

Motivation is affected by age, sex, race or ethnics, social economics, personality, medical curriculum followed, teaches, and peers. Intrinsic motivation affects students more to learn deeply and the results are better than extrinsic motivation. Teachers may help students to increase motivation. The way to increase intrinsic motivation includes stimulating students to actively participate in learning, giving constructive feedbacks and emotional supports, as well as with warm and positive learning environment.

The number of students in a classroom in a tutorial discussion in a large class is more than the number of students in a tutorial discussion in a small class. The opportunities to have social interaction in tutorial discussion in a large class is bigger than in tutorial discussion in a small class. The effectiveness of tutorial discussion in a large class is in accordance with Vygotsky’s theory called sociocultural theory in cognitive development. Vygotsky complemented Piaget’s theory stating that cognitive ability was developed with assimilation and accommodation of new experiences. Vygotsky claimed that there was social and cultural factors in this process. People around the learner might help him/her in learning, such as helping each other to clarify and to organize ideas, giving new understanding and cognitive strategies. Social cognitive theory, according to Bandura, was a new behavior acquired by a learner through seeing and mimicking what has been done by other people.

In this study, the pretest scores in control group was higher compared to treatment group. This is due to the condition during the pretest which was held at the same time with a research lecture because of respondents’ tight schedule, so that 60 minutes allocation time was used for a lecture and to answer the pretest. Moreover, this study took samples purposively, so that sampling control was not better than random sampling. Unlike in the pretest, respondents were conditioned to answer the posttest although it was not held on the same day. Posttest for tutorial discussion in small classes group was held two days before the posttest in the large class.

According to the quantitative and qualitative results, tutorial discussion in a large class may be implemented in campus as one of the alternative methods for learning to increase knowledge. Tutorial discussion in a large class is expected to help students, teachers, and campus in solving problem in the education and learning aspects.

CONCLUSION

This study points out that there is a different mean antenatal care knowledge acquisition between tutorial discussion in small classes and in a large class. Moreover, tutorial discussion in a large class is more effective to increase antenatal care knowledge acquisition in students compared to tutorial discussion in small classes. At last, the availability of more sources of knowledge and social interaction are factors supporting the effectiveness of tutorial discussion in a large class in increasing students’ knowledge acquisition.
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